Verint Guard Center

Manage Live Video Views for Real-Time Situational Awareness

In the financial services market, each day brings new threats, cyber risks or physical attacks, all targeted at gaining access to bank deposits and potentially affect brand reputation.

- Criminal networks increasingly become more sophisticated.
- Nearly 2 million American workers report having been victims of workplace violence each year.
- 24% of non-fatal violence committed against employed persons 16 years and older happened at work.
- Workplace violence costs employees 1.2 million lost days each year.
- In 2018, workplace assaults resulted in 20,790 injuries and 453 fatalities, according to Injury Facts®.
- FBI reports that there were 3,033 bank robberies and theft incidents in 2018.

To stay ahead of the game, banks must leverage tools that help them identify and monitor situations in a centralized and proactive manner.

Enhance Situational Awareness within the Security Operations Center

Verint® Guard Center™ enables financial institutions to monitor all corporate buildings, datacenters, offices, and cash vaults in real-time on a video wall within a command-and-control environment. Leveraging video from existing Verint EdgeVR® devices to empower situational awareness and informed response, Guard Center delivers real-time, situational awareness and allows security personnel to monitor up to 96 live camera views across multiple monitors simultaneously.

Guard Center is the ideal replacement for traditional analog matrix solutions, utilizing familiar keyboard and joystick controls. It enables the transition of any command-and-control center to a networked video environment with minimal training.

Guard Center provides on-site security personnel with live video from any facility. Its flexible operation can be tailored to an organization's specific needs, whether you manage a sophisticated command-and-control environment or a single monitor security desk.

Key Features:
- Live monitoring of up to 96 camera views
- Each monitor displays up to 16 cameras
- Automatic alerts when a critical events occurs
- Ability to monitor one or many locations

What Guard Center Can Do for You:

Guard Center is specially tailored for the real-time, command-and-control environment and allows security personnel to monitor up to 96 live camera views simultaneously. It is a simple and direct replacement for traditional analog matrix solutions, and familiar keypad and joystick controls facilitate transition of any command-and-control center to a networked video environment without additional training of the workforce.
Intelligent Video Viewing
Up to six monitors of live video, each displaying up to 16 cameras, allowing live monitoring of 96 camera views simultaneously.

Multiple Profiles
Users can customize how video is displayed in various situations, based on inputs from access control, intrusion, alarms and other systems.

Instant Alerts
Guard Center can automatically notify operators when a selected event occurs. For example, a video image could be displayed when triggered by an open door.

Live PTZ Control
Gain access to a close-up view of any event in real-time. The live interface promotes efficient use of security personnel, who now have immediate access to any video view throughout a facility.

Manage Permissions Easily
Guard Center interfaces with Verint’s Op-Center™ to manage permission, restricting which cameras are displayed depending on access level.

To learn more about Verint Guard Center, please visit www.verint.com/banking-solutions.